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Liberal academics are ‘open’ but are
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Mark Brandt

One of the purposes of university is to challenge the opinions of students. is
requires freedom of thought and a variety of voices. But academic departments
today, especially in the social sciences, are far more liberal or progressive than
the population at large. Conservative views are notably underrepresented
<https://www.researchgate.net/publication/264003803_Political_Diversity_W
ill_Improve_Social_Psychological_Science> . One survey
<http://pps.sagepub.com/content/7/5/496.abstract> even suggests that
approximately 20 per cent of social psychologists (my ﬁeld) are willing to
discriminate against papers or grants with conservative views. So, if we value
contrary opinion on campus, it’s important to ask: Where are the
conservatives?
One argument is that conservatives are less open to experience, diversity and
curiosity than liberals. If conservatives are not open to new experiences, and
therefore not as driven by curiosity as liberals, then they might not seek out
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academic positions that require them to push the boundaries of knowledge
and to search for new answers. eir lack of openness precludes them from
occupying positions of academic inﬂuence.
e argument has data on its side. Openness to experience is a key personality
dimension. It’s measured with survey items such as ‘I’m interested in learning
about the history and politics of other countries’ and ‘I think of myself as a
somewhat eccentric person’. People who score high on this measure tend to be
curious, imaginative and interested in new people and ideas. A number
<https://www.researchgate.net/proﬁle/John_Duckitt/publication/256933817
_Personality_and_political_orientation_Meta-analysis_and_test_of_a_ reatConstraint_Model/links/00b495297ebed0edfc000000.pdf> of studies
<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12784934> , including my own
<http://psycnet.apa.org/?
&fa=main.doiLanding&doi=10.1037/pspp0000076> , use data from a variety
of people to ﬁnd that liberals score higher on personality measures of
openness to experience and curiosity than do conservatives. is is true of
studies using self-report and observer report measures, including a study
<http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.14679221.2008.00668.x/abstract> where researchers analysed the contents of
participants’ living areas (ie dorm rooms). Liberal dorm rooms tended to have
a wider variety of books and music than conservative dorm rooms. e link
between ideology and openness is consistent.
Scoring low on openness, meanwhile, has been linked
<https://www.researchgate.net/proﬁle/John_Duckitt/publication/51415480_
Personality_and_prejudice_a_metaanalysis_and_theoretical_review/links/00b4952afcc8ec17dc000000.pdf> to
prejudice towards black people, immigrants, and the LGBT community. In one
study <http://psycnet.apa.org/journals/psp/88/5/816/> , people scoring low
on openness rated a black individual as less likeable than did people who
scored high on openness. A second study found that people low in openness
rated black job candidates as less intelligent, responsible and honest than did
people high in openness. All of this research suggests that people who are low
in openness will be less likely to deal well with diversity, while people high in
openness will be well-suited for it. If this is the case, then it might indeed be
desirable to have liberals dominate our universities.
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It’s possible, however, that conservatives are shut out because people high in
openness are not as open as was once thought. In my collaboration
<http://cdp.sagepub.com/content/23/1/27.abstract> with the psychologists
John Chambers, Jarret Crawford, Geoﬀrey Wetherell and Christine Reyna, we
noticed that many of the studies testing the link between openness and
prejudice used social groups that are perceived as relatively liberal and
unconventional. We know <http://psr.sagepub.com/content/19/1/3.abstract>
that people scoring higher in openness tend to endorse more liberal and
unconventional values, and so the evident tolerance of people high in
openness might actually just be tolerance for people who share their own
values. Alternatively, the evident prejudice of people low in openness might
actually be prejudice towards people who do not share those values. at is,
openness might be bounded by the conventionality of the social groups. It
might be openness to unconventionality – not openness to everyone. If this is
true, then perhaps liberal pundit Nicholas Kristof is right to say, ’We’re ﬁne
with people who don’t look like us, as long as they think like us.’
To test this idea, we used four survey studies of American adults. Participants
completed measures of openness to and prejudice towards anywhere between
four and 30 diﬀerent social groups. According to ratings from our participants,
these groups ranged from conventional (eg, supporters of the traditional
family, Catholics, Republicans) to unconventional (eg, atheists, gays and
lesbians). We consistently replicated the ﬁnding that people low in openness
express more prejudice towards unconventional groups than people high in
openness. at was to be expected. What wasn’t expected was that, for more
conventional groups, we either found no association between openness and
prejudice, or we found that people high in openness express more prejudice
towards conventional groups than people low in openness.
One might expect that people high in openness are less likely to connect
perceived diﬀerences in attitudes and values to the expression of prejudice.
For example, a person scoring high in openness might recognise that she
disagrees with the values of Christian fundamentalists, but she might not
express prejudice towards fundamentalists any more than towards any other
group, including those that she agrees with. In the two studies we conducted,
this was never the case. In fact, in one of those studies we found that
perceptions of diﬀerences were correlated more strongly with prejudice for
people high in openness than for people low in openness. at is, in our
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example, perceiving fundamentalists as having diﬀerent attitudes and values
was more tightly connected with prejudice for people high in openness.
Are people high in openness just intolerant of intolerance? Do they think that
many conventional groups violate the rights of other groups? at answer
appears to be yes; we ﬁnd evidence that this is the case. But people low in
openness are also intolerant of intolerance. ey also report thinking that
unconventional groups violate the rights of other groups. Given the
reoccurring controversies over religious rights, such as some bakeries’ refusal
to make cakes for gay weddings, perhaps this should not be so surprising.
Openness, it turns out, is bounded by the conventionality of the social group.
Valuing openness as such does not hurt – in fact, it is surely a step in the right
direction. However, our data shows that it is very hard for people not to
be prejudiced towards people they disagree with, however open they might
be.
ere are, to be sure, some views so onerous that prejudice and discriminatory
behaviour is the only rational – and perhaps moral – response (think ISIS).
Similarly, there are some ideological groups that should not be hired in the
quest to achieve ideological diversity in universities (think white supremacists
and their ilk). But there are many other groups based on ideology, gender,
race, class, nationality and even ideology that are not so onerous and whose
perspectives should be incorporated into university life.
Although liberals value openness, our research demonstrates that this doesn’t
guarantee that they will be able to incorporate ideologically diverse views.
Making diversity a reality in terms of gender, class or ethnicity in our
universities is important – but so too is ideological diversity. Relying on merely
an open personality will not help make universities as challenging as they need
to be.
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